
designed & handmade
by Juii Ye



- a multi-functional purse with 
inside separation and an out-
side card holder
- play with geometric graphics
- stitch color slightly different 
from the surface to create 
playfulness
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- a key holder designed to 
carry a small number of keys 
inside other bags
- inspired by traditional Chi-
nese arts, red, and lantern
- easy to slide in & out
- durable when pulling

+leather
+wood
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- a petit cross-body handbag 
designed to fit the frame of an 
Asian girl 
- inspired by Chinese Knotting
- play with contrasting colors
- wood detail finish to increase 
the premium Zen feeling

+leather
+wood  
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- a slim pen case designed for 
carrying 2~3 essential pens
- play with nametag and zip-
per colors & materials
- use the simplest pattern to 
search for the most functional 
results

+leather
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- a camera case designed for 
carrying Leica Q
- removable battery holder
- define my own iconic graph-
ics with exploration into ge-
ometric shapes

+leather (sheep)
+felt
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- a coin holder designed to 
carry a small amount of coins
- simple folding to create a 
simple solution
- play with geometric forms

+leather
+triangle
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- a premium pouch designed 
for women to carry essential 
cosmetics
- another look into the playful 
pattern on the leather surface
- simple & functional

+leather
+cubic pattern
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- a simple wallet designed to 
carry cash and cards
- the simplest solution to hold 
cards
- extremely thin and easy to 
put inside pockets

+leather
+rectangular
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- a leather case designed to 
hold Kindle (requested by my 
friend)
- perfect size and easy to use
- durable
- customized name tag

+leather
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- a sleeve designed for carry-
ing MacBook Pro
- play with material combina-
tions & geometric shapes
- define my brand iconic but 
functional graphic that can be 
used in other projects

+leather
+felt
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- a purse designed to carry 
cards/ cash/ coins
- inner pockets available to 
hold coins
- iconic face
- large round corner for easy 
usage of zipper

+leather
+icon
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- a petit cylinder handbag 
to hold daily essentials...
especially for re-makeup & 
teeth-brushing in the restroom 
when I was in Japan:)
- play with large dot pattern 
and pure veg-tanned leather

+leather
+canvas
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- a pouch designed to carry 
cosmetics/ cards/ pens for 
daily usage
- semicircle shape with frill 
details
- easy to use and put inside 
larger bags

+fabric



- a tote bag designed for 
carrying multiple items, even a 
large water bottle
- leather cap detail adds to the 
premium feelings
- lots of inside pockets to put 
cosmetics and phones

+leather
+fabric
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- a pet wear designed for my 
bunny to go for a walk
- Christmas collection
- fluffy details to enhance 
adorableness and indicate 
winter season
- strong leather leash

+leather
+fabric
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- a carpet designed to add 
warmness to the home
- paly with considerably thick 
threads and large pattern/ 
texture creation

+crochet
+large texture
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- a petit pouch designed for 
my mother to put coins or oth-
er small items
- play with Japanese gamagu-
chi metal frames
- explore crochet pattern that 
best fit the shape

+crochet
+gamaguchi
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- a basket designed for the 
Japanese Matsuri in the sum-
mer 
- to carry essential items such 
as phones/cosmetics/ water
- consistent with the style of 
my Yukata clothes

+eco-craft
+weaving
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- a small basket designed to 
hold small items
- play with weaving techniques 
and textures 

+eco-craft
+weaving
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- earrings designed with inspiration 
from nature
- play with resin method to keep the 
sweet memory forever
- delicate and elegant

+resin
+pressed flower


